Reception Newsletter
Friday 7th June 2019

Dear Parents/Carers,

Welcome back to the summer term. Hopefully, the sunny weather will continue - please
could you ensure that your child comes to school with their water bottle, a sun hat (with
their name in it) and sun cream already applied. Children are welcome to bring sun
cream into school but must be able to apply it independently. However, as our weather is
so changeable please ensure a rain coat is always sent in too.
In Literacy this week, we have been sharing our favourite stories. The children were
encouraged to discuss the characters and settings and give a reason as to why the story
they brought in is their favourite. If your child has not brought their favourite book in yet
they are welcome to bring one next week as we will be continuing to share these.
In Numeracy, we focused on teen numbers, completed addition number calculations
using objects to reinforce 1 to 1 counting and continued our learning on number doubles.
Next week we will be introducing the children to halving and sharing.
In topic work, we have continued to answer the children’s enquiry learning questions. We
have been looking at zoo animals. Next week, we will continue our learning on Zoo
animals and will be linking this to the story of Dear Zoo.

This week’s ‘Talking Topic’:

Can I retell the story from my favourite
book?

There will be an ‘Open Door’ session on Tuesday 11th June for Class RM then Tuesday
18th June for RR.

If you do have any concerns or questions do not hesitate to ask Mrs. Brook and she will
ensure the Reception team is informed.

The Reception team

Words to read and spell

CVCC:

CCVC:

CVCC,
including
two letter
sounds:
CVCC,
including
two letter
sounds:

pond lamp sand
gran drop flag
toast burnt paint
spoil creep smart

